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Business News › Prime › Tech › The conduct certificate: Ed-tech self-regulation code is ready. Test begins now.

POLICY AND REGULATIONS

The conduct certi-cate: Ed-tech selfregulation code is ready. Test begins
now.
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A student listens to the lecture of his teacher during an online class via the Zoom app.

Synopsis

The ed-tech industry is set to adopt a self-regulatory code and a system of grievance redressal following a spate of consumer
complaints and a rap from the government. What does the code entail, and will it provide succor to affected consumers?

Remember !olf Gupta?
That was the character from the advertisements of edtech startup !hitehat Jr, who apparently secured a
plum job with Google, thanks to learning how to code
early in life, but who later turned out to be -ctitious.
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The controversy and the backlash that followed brought
to the fore the abrasive side of India’s ed-tech sector, in
which some players aggressively instil the fear among
parents that students might fall behind if they do not
take up their courses.
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The growing malpractices by ed-tech companies also
made the government sit up and take notice. “Do not
trust the ‘success stories’ of ed-tech companies without
proper checks since it may be a trap,” the education
ministry said in its sharp and cutting advisory published
on December 23, 2021.
As the government turns on the heat, and as the
pandemic pushes digital education front and centre, the
ed-tech sector is now looking to course-correct. The
industry is set to adopt a code of compliance and a
system of grievance redressal as it looks to self-regulate
in the light of consumer complaints and a rap from the
government.
‘What is told is sold’ – that’s the new mantra that the edtech sector plans to abide by. The code calls for
penalising mis-selling of products and providing only
authentic examples of success among students, among
other recommendations.
But will self-regulation be enough?
Consumer complaints rise
The ed-tech sector saw about 4,000 grievances in 2021
docked with the National Consumer Helpline, run under
the Centre’s Consumer AVairs Department, signi-cantly
up from the 2,500-odd grievances in 2020. A large
number of these complaints revolve around non refund
of fees or partial refund of fees, while many are related to
“de-ciency in service” or “not providing promised
service”.
“Wrong promises” have also been a frequent complaint
registered with the helpline, besides delays in
completion of courses and non-issuance of certi-cates
and diplomas.
Social media is also Zooded with instances of such cases.
In November last year, a tweet went viral after a user
highlighted how a Byju’s salesperson had scammed her
house help into taking a bank loan for a programme for
her daughter. Recently, a Pune consumer court had asked
Byju’s to pay compensation to a customer who claimed
the company had failed to refund the amount and had
taken an INR1 lakh loan without her consent.
In its December advisory, the government had said that
“some ed-tech companies are luring parents in the garb
of oVering free services and getting the electronic fund
transfer (EFT) mandate signed, or activating the autodebit feature, especially targeting the vulnerable
families”.
Earlier this week, an employee of Lido Learning posted
on LinkedIn that the company had “closed its business”
abruptly at the beginning of February. Some reports
suggested that the company has scaled down operations
just -ve months after raising USD10 million funding,
leaving employees and customers in a lurch.
Jharkhand resident AK Sinha has been struggling for the
past two months to get a refund of an amount that he
claims was wrongly deducted by Lido Learning, which
has begun deducting EMIs despite Sinha deciding to opt
out of the programme during the trial period.
“They -rst exploit our emotions as parents by telling us
our children will fall behind, and then, they do not
respond to communication when we want to opt out of
the programme,” says Sinha, who had taken a trial for
animated coding classes for his 4-year-old son.

Self-regulation
At the beginning of the year, several ed-tech companies
came together under the aegis of the Internet and
Mobile Association of India to form the India EdTech
Consortium (IEC).
A stinging tirade against the ed-tech sector by MP Karti
Chidambaram in Parliament in December seemed to
have shaken things up.
“While there have been unoVicial discussions about
forming an industry body for several months, we all
decided to act and accelerate the process to formalise a
code of conduct after the issue of complaints against edtech companies was taken up on a national level in
Parliament,” Mayank Kumar, co-founder of upGrad and
the IEC co-chair tells ET Prime.
Another IEC member, who did not want to be named,
says the sector -rst started the conversation to selfregulate around the time of the Chinese crackdown on
ed-tech companies last year, which led to erosion of
billions of dollars. Several members feared that not
addressing unethical practices within the sector could
attract a similar crackdown in India.
More than 25 ed-tech entities have joined the
consortium and signed on the code of conduct. These
include Byju’s, Careers 360, Classplus, Doubtnut, Great
Learning, Harappa, Times Edutech and Events, Scaler,
Simplilearn, Toppr, Unacademy, upGrad, UNext
Learning, Vedantu, and WhiteHat Jr.
The -rst draft of the self-regulation code, which ET Prime
has seen, revolves around three main points: ethical
sales practices, transparent marketing and
communication, and robust -nancing of loans and
refunds.
This seems to be very much a line-by-line response to the
government’s list of dos and don’ts, which includes
warning customers to “avoid automatic debit option for
payment of subscription fee”, and to “not sign up for any
loans” without checks.
Key points of the code
The sector has listed some key principles to be followed
by ed-tech companies for appropriate and ethical sales
practices, including advertising authentic success stories
of students using the platform. These include ensuring
“what is told is sold” and “no mis-selling of products and
programmes”.
The IEC has also suggested some measures that ed-tech
platforms can adopt, which include penalising misselling of products. The code also recommends that
companies follow a standard operating procedure to deal
with mis-selling, and instances of mis-sells be mapped
against the sales teams or admission counsellors
concerned.
The code also seeks to address the issue of non-refund of
fees, a complaint by many ed-tech users. The companies
plan to develop and adopt rules and standards for
payment processing, including refunds, trial periods, and
money-back guarantees.
The code also calls for policies regarding refunds and
cancellation to be prominently displayed on the userinterface platform, and loans and other -nancing FAQs
to be clearly mentioned on it.

Grievance redressal
The consortium is also in the process of setting up an
independent grievance-redressal review board, which
will have external members. The board will take up
grievances if they are not resolved at the company level,
a person close to the IEC says.
ET Prime has learned that the consortium has
approached retired Supreme Court judge Justice BS
Chauhan, retired IAS oVicer Aruna Sharma, and former
Manipal Education CEO Anand Sudarshan, among
others, to be part of the grievance redressal review board.
Justice Chauhan has con-rmed to ET Prime that he has
been appointed as the chairman of the board.
Several companies have also started appointing
grievance-redressal oVicials and councils over the last
few weeks. “While we had a team to handle grievances,
we did not have a grievance-redressal oVicer, and we
have just appointed one,” says Kumar of upGrad.
Unacademy recently announced the formation of the
Unacademy Grievance Redressal Council, which will be
chaired by academician Rajan Sa<ena.
@ill it be enough?
There are contrasting voices about how eVective the
consortium will be in reining in unethical practices.
“In the absence of any statutory regulation, selfregulation may serve as an adjudicatory mechanism,”
says Justice Chauhan. “Even if statutory regulations are
there, such a body [IEC] may serve as a pre-litigation
redressal forum.”
Some aggrieved customers are also hoping that they can
approach the grievance board if the company does not
resolve their complaints.
Puducherry resident Mahesh, who did not want to share
his full name, had to withdraw all the money from his
bank account after Byju’s started deducting fees for a
programme for his nine-year-old daughter despite the
family deciding to opt out. “Despite calling the Byju’s
representative for 20 days, they did not respond. That is
why we decided to remove the money from our bank
account. We had drawn a blank on what to do,” says
Mahesh, adding that it was only after they threatened to
-le a cybercrime complaint that their money was
refunded. “If there is a platform to voice our complaints,
when the company is not responding, it will be helpful
for consumers.”

However,
"In the absence of any statutory
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defamation
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company
(which has since been withdrawn), believe the selfregulation code by the ed-tech sector is an eyewash.
Poonia was among the most vocal critics to call out
WhiteHat Jr’s ads involving Wolf Gupta.
“This seems more like a scramble to show that the
industry is taking steps after being criticised in
Parliament and by the government,” says Poonia. “The
fact that Byju’s co-founder Divya Gokulnath is the cochair [of IEC] will be a conZict of interest, given that
there are so many consumer complaints against Byju’s.”
However, some IEC members tell ET Prime that it was
important to bring Byju’s into the consortium since it
represents a large part of the ed-tech consumer base,
given WhiteHat Jr, Toppr, and Great Learning are under
the Byju’s umbrella. They add that the grievances will be
addressed by an independent board and, therefore,
wouldn’t lead to a conZict of interest.
In a statement, Byju’s has called the formation of the IEC
and the code of conduct “a hugely positive development
for the sector”.
“We fully subscribe to the principles and practices
stipulated in the code and engage actively with IEC
members to uplift the ecosystem,” says a Byju’s
spokesperson. “We already have a robust customerredressal system in place, with a strong team led by a
grievance oVicer. Our grievance redressal rate is as high
as 98%, and we have a paid user NPS of 76.” A customerloyalty metric, NPS stands for net promoter score.
However, some believe that government regulation is the
answer to put checks on the ed-tech sector. Doctor and
investor Aniruddha Malpani, who is a vocal critic of
Byju’s practices, refers to the self-regulation initiative as
“posturing” by the sector.
He believes the government should step in to regulate
the sector. “I am a capitalist, but what the ed-tech sector
is doing is predatory capitalism, not productive
capitalism. If schools are regulated, then the classes
oVered by ed-tech platforms should also be regulated,”
says Malpani.
In early January, education minister Dharmendra
Pradhan had stated that a policy to regulate the ed-tech
sector was in the works. However, since then, some
media reports have suggested that the government may
not bring out a new policy in haste, and will watch the
industry’s actions on the new code of conduct. The
consortium has presented the code of conduct to the
education ministry, according to one person.
Many believe that self-regulation is still a good -rst step.
“There are plenty of examples of self-regulation in India,
ranging from the Press Council, the Advertising
Standards Council of India, and the recent OTT selfregulation guidelines,” says Vaibhav Kakkar, partner at
law -rm Saraf and Partners. “Self-regulation cannot
replace hard law, but complement it and reduce the need
for escalation of legal issues in the ecosystem. This helps
immensely in providing not only a safer environment for
consumers, but also a more predictable ecosystem for
investments and deals.”
He cites a point of caution, though. “The codes should be
developed in a democratic fashion and ensure that they
do not exclude speci-c concerns or speci-c groups. This
[exclusion] will reduce both the legitimacy and eVicacy
of self-regulation.”
Sonam Chandwani, managing partner at law -rm KS
Legal and Associates, adds that “the Indian ed-tech
industry has grown greatly over the previous two years,
with funding and consolidations strengthening the
ecosystem, and any policy that prevents the expansion of
ed-tech startups could be discouraging”.
With the government and consumers watching closely,
the ed-tech sector has to prove that it has learnt its
lesson and the attempt at self-regulation is not merely
an image-building exercise. Stakeholders hope such
introspection will bene-t students whose learning has
been disrupted in the pandemic.
(With inputs by Debleena Majumdar; graphics by Manali
Ghosh)
(Originally published on Feb 25, 2022, 12:01 AM IST)
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